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Today’s update will address the recent changes to the hours and operation of the Health centre 

at Takla Landing. 
 

 
 

Until further notice, the Clinic will be closed to the general public and will only be open to 

Emergencies 

Emergencies are defined as life or limb emergencies and airway restrictions. 

While we have not yet limited the amount of travel for appointments it is important that patients check 

first to see that their appointments are still available as most acute clinics, optometry and dentist offices 

have cancelled all appointments.  

If you need travel assistance, call first and we will have someone available at the clinic to assist you. 

It is our suggestion that you cancel all unnecessary appointments, and to stay home as much as possible. 

While Takla is still providing health care, it will look differently going forward as we address the effects 

of this pandemic. 

If you are feeling ill, or feel that you need to speak to a nurse or a doctor call the clinic, we will set up an 

appointment with the doctor over the phone, one of the doctor's will call you, go over your symptoms, 

and will decide from there whether or not you will need to come to the clinic.  

These measures are to protect our Nation members and to prevent our most vulnerable members from 

contracting any viruses that could be very dangerous to their health. We want to keep our clinic as safe 

and protected so that we can provide the best healthcare to everyone in community. 

 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to call the clinic with any questions and they would be 

happy to assist you. 

 


